Many Christians believe God can do anything, but they don’t understand the completion of His plan through Jesus’ death, burial, and resurrection. It is in the discovery of what God has already done, that our walk with Him becomes a joy and an adventure! Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross was great. He exchanged His perfect life and all the power of heaven for our sins, our weaknesses. Through Him our eternal destiny is set. Yet in our day-to-day lives, It seems that we still deal with so many challenges - sickness, financial struggles, difficult relationships, our own shortcomings. Is it possible to walk in victory in this life? Andrew Wommack reveals powerful truths in this practical view of the work of Jesus Christ—truths that are life changing. Readers will learn how Jesus’ death, burial, and resurrection not only paid for their eternal salvation, but gave them everything they need for abundant life right here, right now. Andrew encourages readers to avoid being like the ‘dog constantly chasing his tail, not realizing he already has it.’ As readers begin to understand the extent of the work on the cross, their walk with God will be renewed and their life in Christ will become an adventure beyond anything they ever thought possible! Wommack approaches faith from a no-nonsense and unique perspective in that he challenges the reader to evaluate their idea of faith in God. Written along the same lines as Kenneth Hagin’s How to Turn Your Faith Loose and Right and Wrong Thinking, Wommack goes a step further by revealing the erroneous teachings that encourage believers to beg for God’s help. Instead he shows that Jesus already finished His work when He was resurrected and now it’s the believer’s responsibility and privilege to enforce that victory against the powers of darkness.
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